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Biography 
 
„Pyrior“ started during the year 2008 as a musician’s community dedicated to jam-sessions. This jam-
sessions result in a trio of a classic rock formation, Toa Ster - Bass, Max Appeal - Guitar and Dan Low - Drums.  

 
OCEANUS PROCELLARUM 
After the EP “Pulsar” (April 2009) the debut Album “Oceanus Procellarum”  released in December 2010 and 
show a round mix of stonerrock and heavy psychedelic rock.  
No matter how long the jams take, they always stay exciting and catchy. Riffs, trips and adorable melodies 
everywhere. “Oceanus Procellarum” is the first album which becomes 10 from 10 Points on Stonerrock.eu.  
 
ONESTONE 
On the second album “Onestone”  (Setalight Records / Fuzzmatazz Records, October 2014) more influences 
from spacerock, Krautrock and Postrock comes in to the music and makes these guys generate sounds from 
other spheres. A journey straight through the galaxy and back with ups and downs, giving you the creeps, 
some melancholy and lots of power! 

 
PORTAL 
With the third album “Portal” (Fuzzmatazz, December 2016) Pyrior completes its own epic trilogy. Now the 
sound moves from space rock to posttrock, from heavy to psychedellic, from major to minor and  
everything in between. Pyrior is just came home.  
 
In their bandhistory Pyrior play with bands like Colour Haze, My sleeping Karma,  YawningMan, The Atomic 
Bitchwax, RotoR or The Machine. Pyrior stands for characteristic Stonerrock, with propelling grooves and a 
good amount of tripping spacesound. 

 

http://www.pyrior.com/
https://www.facebook.com/pyrior
http://pyrior.bandcamp.com/


Discography 
 
LPs 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Oceanus Procellarum LP (2010)                             Onestone LP (2014)                        Portal LP (2016) 
Stonerrock.eu (Ger)         Stonerrock.eu (Ger/ Eng)          Rocktimes (Ger)       
Metal.de (Ger)           Metalinside (Ger)           Hooked on Music (Ger)  
Rocktimes.de (Ger)                  Rocktimes (Ger)           FFM-Rock (Ger)  
     
 
EPs 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pulsar EP (2009)                                                     Lunar Eclipse Split - EP (2013) 

 
 
 
Videos 
 
 
Live Videos (Full Sound Quality + HD Video): 
Full Show live @ Astra Berlin 2017 
Winter is coming live @ Sabotage Dresden 2017 
Arakis + Pulsar live @ Kulturbahnhof Jena 2015 
 
 
Official Videos 
Portal – Portal LP 2016 
Sphere - Onestone LP 2014 
Sunrise – Onestone LP 2014 

 
 
 
 
 
Pyrior | Booking: Danilo Uckert 

Mobile: +49 (0)1578 488 94 74  

 

http://www.stonerrock.eu/?p=1745
http://www.stonerrock.eu/allgemein/to-the-point-short-reviews-english#Pyrior_01
http://www.wp.rocktimes.de/pyrior-portal-cd-review/
http://www.metal.de/rock/review/pyrior/45682-oceanus-procellarum/
http://www.metalinside.de/review/pyrior/onestone
http://www.hooked-on-music.de/CD-Reviews3/Pyrior/Portal.html?band_id=8396
http://www.rocktimes.de/gesamt/opq/pyrior/oceanus_procellarum.html
http://www.rocktimes.de/gesamt/opq/pyrior/onestone.html
http://www.ffm-rock.de/index.php/reviews-interviews/cd-reviews/28472-pyrior-portal
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aXXo66NHWF8&t=1096s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aXXo66NHWF8&t=1096s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qntal2qr0A0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qntal2qr0A0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TPIfC02yH4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TPIfC02yH4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KAYh92ifhNU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=esKtX2KWggQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kv1a47WfVCU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kv1a47WfVCU

